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Abstract
In this paper, we argue that the existing adoption theories lack a sufficient level of attention to the context of the
everyday lives of seniors and as such have been incapable of successful explaining adoption concepts specifically
related to seniors. The study highlights the concept of empowerment and relates it to assistive technologies that
may assist in training and improving the functional abilities of the elderly with respect to their capabilities to
undertake daily activities e.g. driving. The paper looks at empowering capabilities and utilises the capability
approach to explain the constructs involved in the adoption technologies among seniors. In order to clarify the
proposed constructs and the utilisation of the capability approach, the article presents an exemplar in adopting
Xbox Kinect video games that combine physical, visual and cognitive abilities and can be used to help seniors to
improve their driving. The paper is research in progress and invites experts to collect in-depth empirical
evidence for the proposed model.
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INTRODUCTION
The world’s population is ageing rapidly and the cost of caring for older people is also rising. In 2012, 6.9% of
the world population were more than 65 years old, and this is estimated to increase to around 20% by 2050
(OECD 2012). This has increased the necessity for innovative approaches in the aged care sector in order to
reduce the cost of care. Recent advancements in Information Technology (IT) have resulted in low-cost off-theshelf products that have potential to assist older people in their daily life activities at their home, i.e. assistive
technologies. The literature has taken two approaches to define assistive technologies for aged care related
purposes:


Supportive: The traditional approach defines an assistive technology as a technological product that aids
older persons to perform their daily activities that they would not be able to do without the functional
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support of the technology. For instance, the Administration of aging in USA (Department of Veterans
Affairs 2009) defines assistive technologies in the context of aged care as “any service or tool that helps
the elderly perform their everyday activities that they have always performed, but must now do
differently”. The above definition focuses on supportive technologies that aid elderly in their daily
activities in an attempt to overcome their functional disabilities, i.e. cognitive, physical, visual or
communicational.


Empowering: Recently research in this area has enhanced the concept of assistive technologies to
technological products that train seniors and empower their functional capabilities to maintain their
independent living (S. Vichitvanichphong et al. 2014). Empowerment in this context means to gain
physical or educational training that helps older people to maintain their capabilities with respect to
their daily activities and accordingly be able to live independently. This definition has extended the use
of assistive technologies to the products that facilitate seniors in their daily life activities through
training.

Having taken the above-mentioned definitions into account, this paper argues that the existing adoption theories
lack of sufficient attention to the context of empowering technologies. Taking empowering of capabilities into
account, this paper aims to utilise the capability approach (Sen 1990) in the context of adoption of empowering
technologies to train seniors for their daily activities e.g. driving. The Capability Approach states the
empowerment of capabilities essentially provides freedom for people to choose one type of life over others in
order to achieve the functionings that they value. To clarify the concepts, the paper provides an exemplar in the
application of Xbox Kinect video games to help seniors in improving their driving skills.
Section 1 presents a systematic literature review on effectiveness and fitness of existing adoption theories in the
context of aged care. Section 2 introduces the Capability Approach and how it can be used in adoption studies.
Section 3 applies the Capability Approach into adoption of empowering technologies. Section 4 provides an
exemplar. Section 5 concludes the paper.

HOW EFFECTIVE ARE ADOPTION THEORIES IN THE CONTEXT OF ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES?
A systematic literature review was conducted to evaluate the application of existing adoption theories in the
context of assistive technologies. Since the classification of empowering as opposed to supportive technologies
is a new approach, the systematic review was conducted on the adoption of assistive technologies among seniors
in order to identify empowering technologies. This method has been previously used in (Li et al. 2013;
Amrollahi, Ghapanchi, and Talaei-Khoei 2013; Suchada Vichitvanichphong et al. 2013).
The review customised the guidelines for systematic review laid down by (Keele 2007). Springer, Wiley, Since
Direct, IEEE, ACM, Scirus, PubMed and Google Scholar were searched using the following search keys.
 Technology AND
 [aged care” OR “aged” OR “aging” OR “senior” OR “old” OR “elderly” OR “elder” OR “older” ] AND
 [“adoption” OR “acceptance” OR “use” OR “behavioural intention” OR “behavioural intention” OR
“attitude” OR “believe” OR “belief” OR “usefulness” OR “diffusion” OR “user”].
The search considered titles, keywords, abstracts and full texts of papers published since 2000, inclusive. Due to
the large number of papers, publications in 2000 and after have been targeted to ensure timeliness of the results.
Among 723,944 papers searched in the above mentioned databases, 420 papers were remaining after analysis of
their titles and irrelevant articles were excluded. 138 articles were remained after abstract filtering and 104
papers were identified as final list of relevant papers after reading the full texts. Articles that have one of the
following exclusion criteria were removed:
 Did not focus on assistive technologies for aged care
 Did not have any empirical evidence
 The definition of elderly does not fall into 65 years old or greater
 Were in languages other than English
 Were not in the relevant fields or could not be applied to relevant fields
 Were not peer reviewed
 Were not available online
The final list of the relevant papers can be found in the link below:
https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=7D934CF0AC729F11!417&authkey=!ACWap84EbOEhchE&ithint=file%
2cdocx.
From the 104 relevant papers, the type of the technology i.e. supportive or empowering and the theoretical
perspective used for adoption were extracted.
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Theoretical Perspectives utilised for Adoption of Assistive Technologies among Seniors
The review identified thirteen theories as theoretical foundations on which the adoption studies have been
grounded. The major theories used to adopt assist technologies among seniors are Technology Adoption Model
(TAM) (Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989), (Davis 1989), Diffusion of Innovation (DoI) (Rogers 1962), and
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003). Other theories have
attracted less attention; such as Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen 1980), Theory of
Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991), Seniors’ Technology Acceptance Model (STAM) (Conci, Pianesi, and
Zancanaro 2009), Motivation Theory (MT) (Cofer and Appley 1964), Learning Theory (LT) (Illeris 2004),
(Ormrod 2012), (Laver et al. 2011), Activity Theory (AT) (Bedny and Meister 1997), Theory of Disengagement
(ToD) (Cumming and Henry 1961), Parsimonious Technology Acceptance Model (pTAM) (Sharp 2006),
Ubiquitous Computing-service Acceptance Model (UCAM) (Shin 2010), Attribute of Technology (AoT)
(Jaspars, Fincham, and Hewstone 1983); See Figure 1.
It was found that most of the papers in adoption of assistive technologies among seniors have not used any
theories to frame the research or elucidate their results. This demonstrates the need for more attention to be paid
with respect to theoretical support for the studies and to improve the reliability of the results. In a closer look at
the theories and their utilisation in empowering and supporting technologies, it is seen that the application of
adoption theories in empowering technologies is even poorer than supportive technologies; See Figure 1.
The review found that there is no overwhelming widespread model for adoption of assistive technologies among
seniors but rather it was noted that the adoption theories have not been effective in the context of aged care (62
papers did not mentioned any theory). There is a very limited use of theoretical perspective in adoption of
empowering technologies in literature (25% used theories while 75% avoided). This in turn has led to a degree
of disillusionment in the theories available and (based on the systematic review undertaken here) appears to have
resulted in a large amount of research (almost 51% in Supportive technologies and 25% in empowering
technologies) being conducted devoid of any theory.

Figure 1 Distribution of the number of papers used adoption theories in the
context of assistive technologies among seniors

Figure 2 Application of Theories for Adoption of Supportive versus Empowering
Technologies

Although there has been a growing body of literature about the adoption of assistive technologies for aged care,
less is known on the differentiation of adoption theories for technologies that provide direct support for seniors’
daily activities and indirect support through empowering technologies that help the elderly through skills
training to assist them with independent living; refer to differentiation of supportive and empowering assistive
technologies in the introduction section. We suggest that the research environment is contextually different when
adopting an empowering technology. This can be related to the objectives of adoption in aged care, namely
encouraging the users to be empowered through the use of the technology.
Standard adoption theories usually relate to an entirely different context, namely work situation in an
organisation. In the organisational context, for example, factors such as the number of existing illnesses of
cognitive abilities do not have to be considered. The lack of some known theories such as Actor Network Theory
makes this argue even bolder that authors having difficulties in applying adoption theories generally avoid using
them. Gary Johns (Johns 2001; Johns 2006) suggests that context in an organisational research environment is
not “sufficiently recognised or appreciated by researchers” and we contend that these contextual problems in an
organisational setting will be further exacerbated in non-organisational environments like assistive technologies
for seniors. In addition, the adoption literature shown earlier in this paper indicates that the existing models show
an emphasis on information systems usage from a job perspective. The evaluation of information systems in
relation to assistive technologies for aged care is a very much different context and may require a different
approach. This contextual problem appears to be confirmed in the systematic literature review where the level of
theory usage was found to be restrictive.
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In this paper we have identified major limitations in using existing theories of adoption with respect to
empowering technologies for seniors. This is related to many factors and perhaps the major one is the lag that
invariably occurs in benefits realisation through the use of empowering technologies. The existing theories of
adoption appear to be much more suited to supportive technologies for aged care, mainly because the technology
can be used and an immediate benefit can be seen. We are suggesting that adoption studies in aged care should
account for the two different categories of supportive and empowering and that serious consideration should be
given to an alternative approach when researching adoption with empowering technologies. It appears that the
capability approach can be very helpful in this regard. To this end, we are recommending that the capability
approach be considered as an appropriate framework for studies that are looking at the feasibility or usefulness
of empowering technologies for seniors.
In response to adoption concerns related to empowering technologies, the term “empowerment” has been
defined as any process whereby people can gain increased capability over the freedom for the choice that may
wish for their lives (Cornish 2006). The concept of capability thus needs further consideration in adoption of
empowering technologies. In this paper, we recommend researchers in this area to pay greater attention to
capability empowerment concept in empowering technologies, which leads us to the use of Capability Approach
as an innovative and fit-to-purpose theoretical foundation in this context.

CAPABILITY APPROACH
The Capability Approach argues that the empowerment of capabilities essentially provides freedom for people to
choose one type of life over another in order to achieve the functionings that they value. Capability in this
approach has been defined as “what people are effectively able to do and be” (Sen 1990). Functionings is called
by Sen as “what people value” (Sen 1990). Therefore, one would try to empower her/his capability to be able to
choose his own valuable functionings (Robeyns 2005). The concept of “empowerment” has been defined as any
process whereby people can gain increased capability over the freedom for the choice that may wish for their
lives (Silva 1997); See Figure 3.
Enhanced Model of Capability: Conversion of Services to Capability and Freedom to Functionings
The question of operationalisation of this view has, understandably, received quite some attention (Robeyns
2005), (Cummings 2006) and the question is how do people empower their capability. Robeyns (2005) claims
that empowerment heavily depends on an individual’s perception and whether he can convert goods or services
to a capability. He defines the conversion as a perceived process which depends on characteristics of individual
him/herself, his/her opinion about the good or service and social context such as what others think about the
goods or services, social norms etc.; see Figure 3. Robeyns (2005) takes an example of someone who is interested
in a bicycle (good) because she/he believes that he can use it to become faster (individual conversion) and thus it
provides him mobility around the town (capability), which consequently makes it possible (freedom) for him to
visit his/her friends more often (functionings). In this belief it is important that the person is physically able to
ride the bicycle (individual characteristics), otherwise it would not make sense for the person to believe a bicycle
can help in this way. His belief also depends on the fact that he thinks that the bicycle is fun (individual’s
opinion about good), otherwise he would think that bicycle is boring and would not bother to ride it. It is also
important that others do not think that bicycles is for children only (social context); otherwise he would not
believe that he can use it to move around the town.

Figure 3 Enhanced Model of Capability Approach Borrowed from (Robeyns
2005)

Figure 4 Utilising Enhanced Model of Capability Approach in the Exemplar
Research

Capability Approach and Adoption of Technology
From a common sense point of view, utilising the Capability Approach immediately seems to be strongly
compatible with how people adopt technologies. Gigler (2004) utilises the Capability Approach in ICT adoption
and argues that a technological product or service will be used by people if they believe that utilising the
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technology will provide or maintain a capability that makes them able to choose one type of life that they value.
This is obviously borrowed from Robeyns’ perspective (Robeyns 2005) and his conversion model i.e. Figure 3.
Hence, people adopt a technology when they perceive the empowerment of the technology or in other words
when they believe that the technology improves or maintains their capability, which gives them a freedom of
choice to a functionings that they value. This perception can be positively or negatively influenced by their
opinion about the features of the technology, their demographic characteristics and the social context.

UTILISING CAPABILITY APPROACH FOR ADOPTION OF EMPOWERING
TECHNOLOGIES BY SENIORS
As discussed in Section 2, empowering technologies train older adults to empower their capabilities and
maintain their independent living (S. Vichitvanichphong et al. 2014). Empowerment in this context means to
gain physical or educational training that helps older people to maintain their capabilities with respect to their
daily activities and accordingly be able to live independently. Comparing this definition with the Silva’s (Silva
1997) understanding of empowerment in the Capability Approach, namely, any process whereby people can gain
increased capability over the freedom for the choice that may wish for their lives. This allows us to utilise the
Capability Approach as a theoretical foundation for adoption of empowering technology.
Looking at the basic model of the Capability Approach (Sen 1990) consisting of functionings, freedom of choice
and capability, the starting point to utilise the Capability Approach is where we realise independent living is a
significant issue among seniors and it is what they value as the type of life that they wish to achieve (Sen 1990),
(M. Nussbaum 2003), (M. C. Nussbaum 2001). Having said that, independent living demonstrates the
functionings that the elderly value. Seniors would adopt technologies if they believe that using the technology
can improve or maintain their capability for performing an everyday activity which makes it possible for them to
live independently.
Moving towards the enhanced model of the Capability Approach proposed by Robeyns (2005) and its
application in adoption of technologies, perceived empowerment is where the compatibility of the approach
shows promise. In utilising the approach for adopting assistive technologies among seniors, good or services are
defined as technological products that can provide training to functional (e.g. physical, cognitive or visual) and
non-functional (e.g. knowledge) abilities of elderly. In this approach, individual conversion can be seen as
functional and non-functional abilities that are being trained by technologies. Elderly would adopt a technology
if they believe the training provided by the technology improves their functional or non-functional abilities such
as physical, visual and cognitive abilities that empower their capability of doing an everyday activity such as
driving. Being able to perform the everyday activities such as driving consequently provides the choice to live
independently. Therefore, the elderly would adopt the technology for the purpose of his/her ultimate goal of an
independent life. In other words, the elderly adopt a technology if they can perceive the transfer effect of the
technology to improve their capability of doing an everyday activity. For this purpose, a transfer effect is
defined as the process in which an intervention has a positive impact on something that itself has a synchronous
impact on something else (Jensen 1956), (Elmes, Kantowitz, and Roediger III 1992).
In what follows, an exemplar of empowering technologies will be provided to clarify the concepts described
above. For instance of empowering technologies, utilisation of the Capability Approach in adoption of Xbox
Kinect video games to help driving performance of older adults will be presented.

EXEMPLAR: UTILISING THE CAPABILITY APPROACH IN ADOPTION OF
XBOX KINECT VIDEO GAMES TO HELP DRIVING PERFORMANCE OF OLDER
ADULTS
Xbox Kinect video games are an inexpensive and enjoyable method of combining physical, visual and cognitive
exercises that may improve senior’ driving skills. The adoption of this technology among seniors would provide
an exemplar in order to clarify the utilisation of the Capability Approach.
Independent Living and Driving from Seniors’ Perspective
Seniors value their independent living.
Bedaf et al. (2013) define seniors’ independent living as not doing everything oneself but having control over it
and choosing what to do. Independence therefore is very much related to the notation of people’s freedom of
choice used in the Capability Approach. Seniors highly value their independent living (Leeson, Harper, and
Levin 2004; Porteus and Brownse 2000), because they prefer doing things that they are familiar and comfortable
with (Barnard et al. 2013). Huang and Dong (2014) studied 51seniors and they believe in later life, continuing to
live independently is important for most elderly people.
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Seniors believe maintaining their driving would help them to maintain their independent living.
A large proportion of older adults, particularly in Australia, currently live in the suburbs or remote areas with
very limited public transport facilities (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2005). Accordingly, driving private
vehicles has become the primary mode of transportation among elderly aged 65 and older. In this cultural
context of auto-mobility, driving cessation may be a marker of the transition of elderly from the active retirement
and ageing to the age of increasing frailty, dependence, isolation and the resulting psychological consequences
(Adams, Roberts, and Cole 2011). In such a situation, not surprisingly, seniors do not like to give up their
driving and consider that as the first step to the ageing life (Liddle et al. 2012).
From the Capability Approach perspective, an older adult believes that the driving capability provides him/her
freedom of choice to live independently as he values. In this theoretical ground, driving is defined as a capability
where independent living is viewed as a functionings.
Adoption: Individuals’ opinion about empowerment
Adoption of an intervention here is defined as perceived empowerment of a capability by the intervention, where
capability provides freedom of choice to a functionings aspect of one’s life. People adopt a technology when
they perceive in the empowerment of technology or in other words when they believe that the technology
enhances or maintains their capability, which gives them a freedom of choice to a functionings of what they
value or have reasons to value. Therefore, an older individual would adopt an empowering technology if she/he
believes that the use of the technology strengthens or maintains her/his capability of performing a day to day
activity that allows him/her to live independently.
Individuals’ opinion about empowerment: Perceived Transfer Effects of Xbox Kinect video games on Driving
A possible outcome of this exemplar from this theoretical approach is that an older person will adopt using
physically, cognitively and visually engaging video games like Xbox Kinect if she/he believes that it maintains
her/his driving, which makes it possible for her/him to live independently. In this theoretical ground referring to
the enhanced model of the capability approach proposed by (Robeyns 2005), driving is defined as a capability
where Xbox Kinect is viewed as the good/service and the individual’s conversion would be improving physical,
cognitive and visual abilities required in the driving capability. In this exemplar of research, empowerment is
defined as the transfer effect where the positive impact of playing Xbox Kinect video games on physical, visual
and cognitive abilities of elderly can be transferred to improve the driving skills.
In a systematic review (Suchada Vichitvanichphong et al. 2014), the mapping between the age-related functional
declines among elderly and seniors’ risky driving behaviours reported by the literature was studied. This was
followed by a self-reported experiment (Sue et al. 2014) on plying Xbox Kinect video games revealing the
impacts of the functional abilities of elderly; See Table 1.
Table 1 Transferred Effects of Xbox Kinect Video Games on Driving Capabilities of Older Adults.
Xbox Kinect
Seniors’ Conversion Factors
Perceived Empowered Capability of Seniors
Player’s Engagements
Functional Abilities
Driving
Physically
Physical
Decision making
Direction and lane control
Visually
Visual
Lack of regulation compliance and awareness
Visual checking and physical control
Cognitively
Cognitive
Recognizing and responding to signs
Skills of turns and parking

However, it is still unknown that whether elderly would have similar perspective to above-described
transformation process or not, i.e. perceived transferred effect from seniors’ perspective. This has led authors to
work on the following outcomes and collect qualitative in-depth interviews with elderly.


Perceived Physical Transfer Effect: Seniors believe that physical engagements whilst playing Xbox
Kinect video games enhance their driving by training their physical abilities.



Perceived Cognitive Transfer Effect: Seniors believe that cognitive engagements whilst playing Xbox
Kinect video games enhance their driving by training their cognitive abilities.



Perceived Visual Transfer Effect: Seniors believe that visual engagements whilst playing Xbox Kinect
games enhance their driving by training their visual abilities.

Seniors’ Characteristics and Perceived Transfer Effects
The Perceived Transfer Effect is positively related to the seniors’ Technical Expertise.
Level of technology expertise is the seniors’ perspective on technology, experience, familiarity with technology,
difficulty and need for technology assistance (Wilkowska and Ziefle 2009). The role of technology expertise on
adoption has been considered from the literature such as (Mahoney 2010), (Umemuro 2004), (Smarr et al. 2012),
(Mallenius, Rossi, and Tuunainen 2007). Particularly in older adults, it was proven by Peeters et al. (2012), and
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Carpenter and Buday (2007) that the seniors who have the higher degrees of technology expertise, would decide
faster and more effectively on adoption of a technology.
The Perceived Transfer Effect is positively related to the seniors’ Innovativeness.
The individual’s innovativeness captures one’s readiness to try a new technology and relates to early, laggard,
and non-adopter patterns (Mahoney 2010). The literature suggests that older adults’ innovativeness is one of the
influencing factors in the adoption of assistive technologies among seniors.
The Perceived Transfer Effect is positively related to the seniors’ Learnability.
Learnability defines ability to learn and try new techniques (Häikiö et al. 2007) and is one of the major barriers
to older adults’ technology adoption (Stojmenova et al. 2013).
The Perceived Transfer Effect is positively related to the seniors’ Activeness.
Being active is one of the individual characteristics of older adults which has consequential impacts on adoption
(Sum et al. 2008). Selwyn et al. (2003) has come up with a set of questions about everyday activities that
measure the activeness of individuals. The findings from the literature confirm that if seniors are being active,
they will be encouraged to try or use new technologies.
The Perceived Transfer Effect is positively related to the seniors’ Physical, Cognitive and Visual Conditions.
Physical and visual ability to use the technology obviously is a must for technology acceptance, particularly
among seniors that may suffer physical disabilities (Gill et al. 2002) and visual impairments (Greenfield et al.
1994). Another barrier for seniors to adopt a technology is the fact that a significant number of the elderly are
facing some sort of decline in their memory performance, which would directly impact on their skills needed to
use technologies (Czaja et al. 2006; Czaja and Lee 2007). The impact of physical, cognitive and visual
conditions of elderly becomes bolder when they require these abilities to play Xbox Kinect video games.
Ijsselsteijn et al. (2007) review the successful design approaches that fit to physical, visual and cognitive abilities
of seniors for their better adoption.
Seniors’ Opinions about Xbox Kinect Video Games and Perceived Transfer Effects
The Perceived Transfer Effects are positively related to Xbox Kinect being Fun and Challenging for seniors.
Opinions of seniors about Xbox Kinect video games more likely influence on their perception of the transfer
effects of the games. Interestingly, it was found in the literature that older adults tend to adopt a technology, if
the games are fun to play (Theng, Chua, and Pham 2012) (Heerink et al. 2008), (Conci, Pianesi, and Zancanaro
2009) (Heerink et al. 2010) and challenging (Gamberini et al. 2006). Elderly will use or continue using a
technology if using that technology can put them in a challenging situation (Neven 2010). Being challenging
does not refer to the difficulty or complexity of the technology, but the sense of improvement. For example,
when seniors play games, the feedback received from the game as the score can be considered as a challenge
(Ijsselsteijn et al. 2007). However, Kyriacou (2012) uses Xbox Kinect video games to increase physical
activities and believes that it is very challenging and fun.
Social Context and Perceived Transfer Effect
The Perceived Transfer Effects are negatively related to the social norm of games being for kids.
There is a negative perception of senior playing games; that is playing video games is just for kids; seniors are
too old to play video games (Bronikowska, Bronikowski, and Schott 2011). If playing games is not appreciated
by older people, particularly from social norm perspective, the seniors’ attitude towards playing video games
would be quite negative. However, this can be different from one culture to another.
The Perceived Transfer Effects are positively related to recommendation from friends or relatives.
If seniors are advised to not use a technology by family or their friends, they might stop using the technology
(Smith et al. 2002). This also can be involved in the perception of games being for kids as explained above. For
instance, older adults might have negative perception about the transfer effect of playing games if people around
them say, “games are for kids, not for you”.

CONCLUSION
Adoption theories have been around for over three decades now and they have provided excellent assistance in
helping us understand the many issues in deployment of technologies. However criticism of technology
adoption theories has been quite extensive over recent years. The systematic literature review presented in this
paper showed that the lack of context consideration in turn has led to a degree of disillusionment in the theories
available and appears to have resulted in a large amount of research being conducted devoid of any theory. This
potentially would mean another re-vamp of the existing models- already tried as STAM (Seniors technology
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acceptance model) (Conci, Pianesi, and Zancanaro 2009). We suggest that this consistent changing and additions
to the model is becoming increasingly problematic not only for the individual researchers but for the Information
Systems discipline as a whole and really indicates a lack of an ability to handle different contexts. Therefore,
making them weaker each time, they are found to be lacking. However the Information Systems discipline
appears to still be a strong proponent of adoption technology theories, and there appears to be little recognition
of the context under which the research is conducted. As Benbasat and Barki (2007) stated “The efforts to patchup TAM in evolving IT contexts have not been based on solid and commonly accepted foundations, resulting in
a state of theoretical confusion and chaos.” In fact, many add-ons to the initial model have been more associated
with retrospective analysis of existing studies and have not appeared to be associated with a predictive analysis
of what requirements may be needed. Therefore, this paper is the expansion of the concerns expressed by
Benbasat and Barki (2007) and extends them to contextual differences in adopting technologies that maintain
functional abilities of elderly to empower their capabilities to do everyday activities independently; that is
empowering technologies (S. Vichitvanichphong et al. 2014).
The notation of empowerment led this paper to utilise the Capability Approach in this context. One of the
significant elements of seniors’ lives is their value to live independently. However, when getting older, people
are faced with age-related functional declines (physical, cognitive and visual abilities) that make them incapable
of performing their everyday activities such as driving. The approach is based on the perception of seniors on the
effect of technology on improving their functional abilities that make them capable of doing some of their daily
activities. Therefore, they would have a choice to live independently. The Capability Approach argues that
people use a service when they believe that the service increases or maintains their capability, which gives them
a freedom of choice to a functionings that they value. As such, this paper states that an older individual would
adopt an empowering technology if she/he believes that the use of the technology strengthens or maintains
her/his capability of performing a day to day activity that allows him/her to live independently, which she/he
values.
The paper clarifies the utilisation of the capability approach in adoption of empowering technologies and has
provided and exemplar on the use of Xbox Kinect video games to physically, visually and cognitively engage
seniors. Thus, the games would help them to improve their driving by empowering their functional abilities
(physical, visual and cognitive). This is a commonly used method in literature (Talaei-Khoei et al. 2011; TalaeiKhoei et al. 2012).
Authors acknowledge that the work at this stage is research in progress and thus limited in empirical support.
However, they have designed qualitative in-depth interviews that would collect evidence on the possible
potential of the Capability Approach as a context-aware theoretical perspective in adoption of empowering
technologies among seniors. Although qualitative studies provide in-depth understanding of concepts, they are
not as strong as quantitative approach in statistical generalization of the results. This study is no exception;
however, this work can be considered as a development to raise the awareness in applicability of Capability
Approach in adoption of empowering technologies whilst future quantitative studies are required.
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